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All Rights Reserved. This book may not be reproduced or transmitted by any means,    

including graphic, electronic, or mechanical, without the express written consent of the 

author except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews 

and those uses expressly described in the following Terms of Use. You are welcome to 

link back to the author’s website, http://writebonnierose.com, but may not link directly to 

the PDF file. You may not alter this work, sell or distribute it in any way, host this file on 
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children. This material cannot be resold or used in any way for commercial purposes. 

Please contact the publisher with any questions. 

Note to Parents and Teachers: Learning about vitamins, minerals, and how to stay 

healthy is important for people of all ages, but please be sure your children or students 

know that they should never change their diet or take supplements without first talking 
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There/are/different 
types/of/vitamin/A 
that/we/get/in/food. 
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One/type/is/found 
in/fat/from/animals 

and/is/found/in 
foods/such/as/whole 

milk/and/butter. 
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Another/type/of 
vitamin/A/is/found 

in/green,/yellow,/and 
orange/fruits/and 
vegetables,/such/as 
apricots,/carrots,/././.  
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 butternut/squash, 
tomatoes,/sweet 
potatoes,/and  

spinach.  
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Vitamin/A/from 
foods/helps/your 
eyes,/hair,/lungs, 
and/other/parts 
of/your/body. 
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